BACOE Workshop Business Architecture Enablers

The BACOE mission is to make you the Business Architect of choice! We are often asked what is the full complement of enablers someone requires to actually develop and deploy a Business Architecture. We have prepared this brief checklist you may find useful. The complement of enablers include:

- Training Materials for your use after the class
- Complete Workshop Videos for reference as you conduct your Business Architecture project
- Project Plan / Work breakdown structure
- Architecture Model Templates
- Implementation Model Templates
- Fully worked-out Business Architecture examples
- Business Architecture “report” templates
- A software tool to guide the entire Business Architecture development process to take as much of the “burden” out of the effort as possible.
- Development of Architecture Models
- Development of Implementation/Relationship Models
- Generation of Business Aligned Move-Ahead Prioritized Projects and Capabilities
- Ability to perform vast numbers of “what if analyses”
- Microsoft Excel to Microsoft Visio Import process (tool) for “human consumable” model viewing, generation, and preparation in a human consumable format
- Video Tutorials
- Text-Based Tutorials
- Methodology for Developing a Business Architecture
- Framework for Business Architecture